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Abstract
Inlet air ﬂow distortions in a large air-cooled steam condenser (ACSC), caused by structures, wind and other fans may result in a
signiﬁcant reduction in fan performance, or volumetric eﬀectiveness, as well as fan blade vibration. This phenomenon has an adverse
eﬀect on the heat rejection capacity of an ACSC due to a decrease in air mass ﬂow rate. In this study the eﬀect of inlet ﬂow distortions on the ﬂow rate through the fans in an ACSC is numerically investigated by modelling the ﬂow ﬁeld in a section of such a
system using the computational ﬂuid dynamics code, FLUENT. The eﬀect of platform height on the volumetric eﬀectiveness of
two diﬀerent types of axial ﬂow fans is considered. The two fans have the same diameter, number of blades and rotational speed,
but feature diﬀerent blade designs, and hub-tip-ratios of respectively 0.153 and 0.4. Numerical simulations show all-round superior
performance in terms of volume ﬂow rate for the fan with a hub-tip-ratio of 0.4. It is furthermore conﬁrmed that the addition of a
walkway can signiﬁcantly increase the ﬂow rate through the fans located near the edge of the fan platform.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Forced draft air-cooled steam condensers (ACSCs)
consisting of an array of fan units are used in direct
air-cooled power plants to condense steam in a closed
steam cycle. Axial ﬂow fans located below an A-frame
conﬁguration of ﬁnned tube heat exchanger bundles,
force a stream of ambient cooling air through the system. In so doing, heat from the condensing steam is
rejected to the environment via the ﬁnned tubes. Owing
to the dynamic interaction between the steam turbines
*
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and the ACSC, a change in the heat rejection rate of
the ACSC will directly inﬂuence the eﬃciency of the
steam turbines. Understanding and predicting the factors or mechanisms that can reduce the heat rejection
rate of an ACSC is therefore essential. This study
involves the numerical modelling of the ﬂow about
and through a middle section of a long ACSC bank consisting of six fan rows, as shown in Fig. 1, in order to
determine the eﬀect of inlet ﬂow distortions on fan ﬂow
rate. Although an ACSC is currently analysed, this
investigation is equally relevant to forced draft aircooled heat exchangers (ACHEs) due to close similarity
between the two diﬀerent systems.
In an experimental study on a scale model of a forced
draft ACHE Salta and Kröger [1] observed signiﬁcant
changes in air ﬂow rate by varying the platform height.
The test model used was in eﬀect representative of a
middle section of a long ACHE bank consisting of up
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Nomenclature
d
H
N
n
P
p
V
W
X

diameter (m)
height (m)
rotational speed (rpm)
number
power (kW)
pressure (Pa)
volume ﬂow rate (m3/s)
width or pitch (m)
dimensionless platform height (–)

q

density (kg/m3)

Subscripts
F
fan
FB
fan blade
FP
fan platform
FR
fan rows
Fs
fan static
h
hub
i
inlet
id
ideal
sys
system
w
walkway

Greek symbols
D
diﬀerential
d
increment
g
eﬃciency (%)

to 12 fan rows, similar to Fig. 1. It was found that lowering the platform height resulted in a reduction in ﬂow
rate through the fans, most notably the edge fans, due to
ﬂow distortions and separation at the bell-mouth fan
inlets. The eﬀect of a solid walkway extending horizontally from the fan platform, on the ﬂow rate, was also
considered.
Duvenhage et al. [2] numerically investigated ﬂow
distortions at the cylindrical fan inlets of a long forced
draft ACHE consisting of two fan rows. The reduction
in volume ﬂow rate through the system associated with
a decrease in platform height was successfully modelled.

Numerical results showed a trend similar to the experimental data of Salta and Kröger [1], despite diﬀerent
geometry and fan inlets used. Comparison of experimental results with those obtained by Spiers [3] and Russel
and Peachy [4], who also used cylindrical fan inlets, lead
Duvenhage et al. [2] to conclude that the type of fan
used, aﬀects the ﬂow rate through an ACHE operating
under distorted inlet conditions.
In a more recent study Meyer [5] numerically investigated the eﬀect of inlet ﬂow distortions on the ﬂow rate
through an ACHE consisting of two and four fan rows
at diﬀerent platform heights. Although the trend in the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a representative section of a long ACSC depicting the induced cross-draft and resulting ﬂow separation at the inlets of the
periphery fans.
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cumulative ﬂow rates through all the fans were the same
as measured by Salta and Kröger [1], close scrutiny of
individual fan ﬂow rates revealed that the fans used by
Salta and Kröger [1] were more sensitive to ﬂow distortions than the fans used by Meyer [5]. Diﬀerent fan inlet
sections were considered and it was found that by
removing the fan inlet section of the edge fan reduced
inlet ﬂow losses and consequently increased the ﬂow rate
through this particular fan. The ﬂow rate enhancing
eﬀect of a walkway was also numerically conﬁrmed.
Based on previous experimental and numerical
research it can be concluded that ﬂow distortions result
in a reduction in air ﬂow rate due to increased inlet
losses and a reduction in fan performance. Bruneau
[6], who designed an axial ﬂow fan for application in
an ACSC, explains this reduction in fan performance
in more detail, and states that, ‘‘Depending on the severity of the distortions (i.e., non-uniform inlet proﬁles) the
fan blade can stall, accompanied by losses in aerodynamic eﬃciency and peak pressure rise, as well as blade
vibrations’’. It is furthermore deduced that the air ﬂow
rate through an ACHE (or ACSC) subjected to inlet
ﬂow distortions, is dependent on the type or fan used.
The objective of this study is to critically compare the
ﬂow rate delivered by two diﬀerent fans in a section of
an ACSC under various degrees of inlet ﬂow distortion.

2. Computational aspects
The ﬂow ﬁeld in the section of an ACSC is modelled
using the CFD code, FLUENT, which numerically
solves the ﬁnite volume based, steady-state discretized
diﬀerential equations for the conservation of mass and
momentum, relevant to incompressible viscous ﬂuids.
The SIMPLE algorithm [7] for pressure correction and
the k–e model for turbulence [8] are employed. A typical
fan unit in the ACSC under investigation is simpliﬁed as
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that objects such as inlet
screens, support beams, electrical fan drives and ducting
are not modelled. The ﬂow losses resulting from these
objects are however taken into account in the eﬀective
system resistance, which also includes ﬂow losses

imparted by the heat exchanger bundles. The parabolic
eﬀective system resistance curve corresponding to a fan
unit in the ACSC (shown in Fig. 6) was modelled in
FLUENT using a porous media condition. By specifying
inﬁnitely high porosity in the plane of the porous media,
the discharge ﬂow was aligned normal to this plane. The
plenum chambers of adjacent fan units are separated, so
that the air ﬂow delivered by each fan is not mixed. The
A-frame plenum chamber was simpliﬁed as a rectangular
box. This simpliﬁcation is justiﬁed considering that the
actual plenum chamber is essentially a free outlet, and
that the focus of this study is the investigation of the ﬂow
ﬁeld near the fan inlets, and not the ﬂow inside the plenum chamber. Regarding the latter, reference is made
to Meyer and Kröger [9] who investigated plenum chamber aerodynamic behaviour in an ACHE.
Dimensions pertaining to the fan installation of the
ACSC are shown in Fig. 3. Two diﬀerent rotor-only
axial ﬂow fans are investigated. The ﬁrst fan, hereafter
referred to as the A-fan, has the following main features:
diameter dF = 9.145 m, number of fan blades nFB = 8,
hub-tip-ratio dh/dF = 0.153, rotational speed N =
125 rpm. Such fans are commonly found in industrial
cooling applications. The second fan, hereafter referred
to as the B-fan, has the same diameter, number of blades
and rotational speed as the A-fan, but features an
enlarged hub with a hub-tip-ratio of dh/dF = 0.4. Bruneau [6] designed the B-fan with the purpose of application in an existing ACSC. The original fan installation
was of the low hub-tip-ratio type, similar to the A-fan.
A characteristic of these low hub-tip-ratio type fans is
the recirculation or backﬂow that occurs near the hub.
In the design of the B-fan, the fan eﬃciency at the
required volume ﬂow rate and pressure rise, was
improved by eliminating the reverse ﬂow eﬀect at the
hub region by increasing the hub size. To prevent confusion me B-fan in the current investigation refers to the
B2-fan in Bruneau [6].
An actuator disc model, as discussed by Thiart and
von Backström [10], was employed to numerically simulate and predict the performance of the axial ﬂow fans.
The aforementioned model entails the calculation of
momentum source terms based on blade element theory,

Fig. 2. Numerical model of a typical fan unit in the ACSC.
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Fig. 3. Fan installation.

thereby modelling the eﬀect of an axial ﬂow fan without
actually modelling the fan blades as rotating solid
surfaces in the ﬂow domain. In order to conﬁrm the
accuracy of the actuator disc model, the numerically
predicted free inlet, free outlet fan characteristics for a
scale model of the B-fan (dF = 1.542 m, N = 750 rpm)
are compared to experimental data (as per British Standard BS 848 Part 1 [11]) obtained by Stinnes [12]. Fig. 4
shows good consistency between numerical predictions
and experimental data, for both the fan static pressure
and fan shaft power. Further detail regarding the validation of the actuator disc model, in addition to the fan
blade geometry and fan blade characteristics of respectively the A-fan and B-fan, are reported by Bredell [13].
Assuming that under windless conditions the ﬂow in
the section of the ACSC does not cross the sectional
planes, these planes were accordingly modelled as slipwalls. Owing to the symmetry plane through the longitudinal axis of the fan platform, it was only required to
model one half of the section under consideration, i.e.,
fans 1–3. Detail regarding the geometric layout of the
computational grid and speciﬁed boundary conditions
are shown in Fig. 5. The atmospheric inlet boundary,
which is placed far away so as not to aﬀect the ﬂow near
the fan inlets, is modelled by means of a total pressure
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Fig. 4. Numerical prediction of the fan characteristics for a scale
model B-fan.

boundary condition. A static pressure boundary located
downstream of the fan units serves as a ﬂow outlet.
The ground, bell-mouth fan inlets and plenum chamber
walls are modelled as zero-slip walls. Depending on the
platform height, the computational grid consisted of
between 450,000 and 500,000 cells or control volumes.
For the ACSC under consideration the required volume
ﬂow rate through a single fan unit was found to be
approximately 650 m3/s for an ambient air density of
1.085 kg/m3. In order to compare the A-fan and the
B-fan, both fans are required to have the same operating
point under ideal inlet conditions. To satisfy the aforementioned condition the fan blade settings of both fans
are accordingly adjusted, as depicted through the
numerically determined free inlet, free outlet fan characteristics shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Computational geometry and boundary conditions.
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Fig. 6. Numerically determined fan characteristics and ideal operating
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Fig. 7. System volumetric eﬀectiveness.

3. Results and discussion
In order to compare the ﬂow rate of fans operating
under distorted inlet conditions to the ideal case with
no inlet ﬂow distortions, the following parameters are
deﬁned. The volumetric eﬀectiveness of a fan (or fanheat exchanger combination), V/Vid, is deﬁned as the
ratio of the ﬂow rate through a particular fan unit in a
multi-fan system simulation (V), to the reference ﬂow
rate of the same freestanding fan unit (Vid). The system
volumetric eﬀectiveness, (V/Vid)sys, is the average of the
individual volumetric eﬀectivenessÕs of all the fans in a
multi-fan system.
3.1. Eﬀect of platform height
Salta and Kröger [1] presents the following empirical
relation to describe the reduction in system volumetric
eﬀectiveness, (V/Vid)sys, with a decrease in platform
height, HFP, for an ACHE or ACC with nFR fan rows
ðV =V id Þsys ¼ 0:985  expðX Þ

ð1Þ

play the same trend to that predicted by Eq. (1), and
results obtained by Duvenhage et al. [2] and Meyer [5].
The system volumetric eﬀectiveness of the A-fan is however notably less than that of the B-fan.
The individual fan volumetric eﬀectiveness for the
A-fan and the B-fan are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen
that the B-fan is signiﬁcantly less aﬀected by inlet ﬂow
distortions in terms of a reduction in volumetric eﬀectiveness compared to the A-fan. The diﬀerence in performance of the A-fan and the B-fan can in part be
explained by referring to the corresponding fan static
pressure curves, shown in Fig. 6. The B-fan features a
relatively large hub and inherently exhibits a steeper
fan static pressure gradient compared to that of the Afan. Consequently, for an additional ﬂow loss or pressure drop caused by inlet ﬂow distortions, denoted dpi,
the resultant change in volume ﬂow rate for the A-fan
and B-fan is respectively dVA and dVB, with dVA > dVB,
as illustrated in Fig. 9. Note however that although the
fan characteristics are inﬂuenced by cross-ﬂow and inlet
ﬂow distortion, as respectively reported by Hotchkiss

where X is a dimensionless platform height and deﬁned
by
ð1 þ 45=nFR ÞH FP
ð6:35d F Þ

ð2Þ

The numerically predicted system volumetric eﬀectiveness for the A-fan and the B-fan in the current investigation (nFR = 6, WF/dF = 1.29, dh/dF = 0.153 for the
A-fan and dh/dF = 0.4 for the B-fan, with no walkway
added) as a function of X, are compared to the empirical
relation of Salta and Kröger [1] (nFR = 2, 4, 8 and 12,
WF/dF = 1.27 and dh/dF = 0.26), in addition to numerical results of Duvenhage et al. [2] (nFR = 2, WF/
dF = 1.18 and dh/dF = 0.232) and Meyer [5] (nFR = 2
and 4, WF/dF = 1.27 and dh/dF = 0.4), in Fig 7.
It can be seen that the numerically predicted system
volumetric eﬀectiveness for the A-fan and the B-fan dis-
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Fig. 8. Volumetric eﬀectiveness of fans 1–3 for the A-fan and B-fan.
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et al. [14] and Thiart and von Backström [10], the fan
static pressure curve of the B-fan would still display a
steeper gradient than that of the A-fan under similar
inlet conditions. Stinnes [12] compared the experimentally determined performance characteristics of two fans
having hub-tip-ratios of respectively dh/dF = 0.26 and
dh/dF = 0.4, over a range of cross-ﬂow inlet conditions.
The current investigation presents similar results to that
of Stinnes [12], where it emerged that the fan with dh/
dF = 0.4 was less sensitive to cross-ﬂow than the fan
with dh/dF = 0.26.
Although a dimensionless platform height of X =
1.53 is perhaps unrealistically low for a practical ACSC,
Duvenhage and Kröger [15] states that, ‘‘The inﬂuence
of wind on fan performance appears to exhibit features
similar to the inﬂuence of platform height on fan performance’’. The reduction in volumetric eﬀectiveness under
windless conditions at low platform heights, i.e.,
induced cross-draft conditions, may to a certain extent
represent the eﬀect of cross-winds on the fans located
on the windward edge of the fan platform. The relevance
of this investigation is therefore not only limited to the
case of windless conditions.
3.2. Eﬀect of a walkway
Previous experimental studies have shown that the
volumetric eﬀectiveness of the fans in an ACSC (or
ACHE) can signiﬁcantly be improved by adding a walkway to the edge of the fan platform as shown in Fig. 5.
This was found to be especially applicable to the edge
fans at low platform heights.
Salta and Kröger [1] recommend a walkway width of
between Ww/dF = 0.159 and Ww/dF = 0.476. The
improvement in volumetric eﬀectiveness of the edge
fan, for both the A-fan and the B-fan, with the addition
of a walkway with a width of Ww/dF = 0.33, is depicted
in Fig. 10. Based on the critical evaluation and comparison of the velocity vectors and pressure distributions, given by Bredell [13], it can be deduced that the
increase in ﬂow rate is mainly as a result of reduced
cross-ﬂow velocity and abatement of separation or distortion occurring at the inlet of the edge fan.
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2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
Ratio of platform height to fan diameter, H FP/d F

3

Fig. 10. Eﬀect of a walkway on volumetric eﬀectiveness of the edge
fan.

4. Conclusion
Due to the proximity of the ground, an unfavourable
cross-ﬂow velocity component is induced underneath
the fan platform of an ACSC. Depending on the height
of the fan platform, the induced cross-draft may result
in ﬂow separation and distortion at the fan inlets. The
reduction in volumetric eﬀectiveness with a decrease in
platform height was successfully modelled and results
were found to be consistent with previous experimental
and numerical investigations. Based on interpretation of
the graphical representation of the associated ﬂow ﬁeld
(i.e., vector, pressure and streamline plots) the conclusion was drawn that inlet ﬂow distortions have an
adverse eﬀect on fan ﬂow rate due to a combination of
the following factors or mechanisms:
• Increased inlet ﬂow losses (i.e., ﬂow separation at the
edge of the fan inlet) resulting in a decrease in ﬂow
rate.
• Maldistribution of air into the fan (i.e., non-uniform
inlet proﬁles) resulting in fan blade stall and reduction in aerodynamic eﬃciency.
• Oﬀ-axis inﬂow conditions, which decreases the static
pressure rise generated by the fan.
Because of the complex nature of the ﬂow it is diﬃcult to isolate and quantify the relative contribution of
each of the abovementioned factors. This could perhaps
be addressed in future research. The prototype B-fan
(dh/dF = 0.4) was found to be less sensitive to inlet ﬂow
distortion compared to the A-fan (dh/dF = 0.153). The
conclusion was drawn that the type of fan used will
inﬂuence the eﬀectiveness of a forced draft ACSC (or
ACHE) subjected to inlet ﬂow distortions. Furthermore,
it was shown that by adding a solid walkway to the
edge of the fan platform, signiﬁcantly improved the
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performance of the edge fan in the case of the A-fan, as
well as the B-fan.
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